


As this chart plainly shows, the Trans-Oceanic Fan Fund has got off to a 
slower start than we1d hoped for. As of the end of March, the TOFF Treasury 
stood at $61.75. The following individual donors receive our grat巳ful thsnks:

For donations of $5 or more-- Fei* donations of $1 or more--
Don Fransan Mike McInerney
Harry Warner Bob Broun
Larry McCombs F M Busby
G巳口:rg巳 Mims Raybin Al Kuhfeld
Ed Meskys Bab Vardeman
Marty Hmlg巳sepi Stan Ldoolston
Roger Zelazny

..,and ue understand that more recent dona
tions and subscriptions have brought th巳 trRasurv UP considsrably. Ua111 
list further donors nextish.

HAL CLEMENT has agrGEd to denats a small percentage of his next novel to 
the TOFFund, while POUL ANDERSON is donating foreign editions of his books for 
auction or raffle to you completists. BJO TRIMBLE will have a painting in each 
□f the Art Shous this year (Ldestercon & NYCon3) which will be up for bid--all 
procseds going to TOFF.

The Ldestercon XX Committee has 号gr巳Bd to sharing an auction with the 
TOFFund, and we}re gathering books, mags, mss & art (How about it, artists?; 
both fan and pro) for this. If you hav巳n〔t any spars cash, perhaps you1ve 
an item that would go over well at the auction?

If you can remember the 1st Art Show at PITTCON in I960, you can11 for- 
get those Sterling Lanier brass-sculpture Tolkien figuerines (an Orc, Gold- 
bsrry, StEid巳r, Frodo & the IMazgul King). These, along with other art, and 
comic strip panels will be up for raffie at NYCon3・ Bring money!

Remember: send all donations, contributions, subs to MANEK工-NEKO, etc. 
to TOFF, c/o PanPacificon,户 0 日口x 422, Tarzana,匚曰工irnrnie 91356. Make all 
checks, money orders,巳tc・, payable to David G. Hulan.



HISTORY OF JAPANESE SF FANDOM

・ • Introduction for complete appreciation
□f current Japanese SF fandom 

by Takumi Shibano ,

-This is. the translation 口f an- article published in "SF NOTE11 uhich 
11 The Horror11 group published on March 1965, uiith some additions 
for apprehension of foreign reFdars.

1. From Pre-Fandam Era to the 1st Japan SF Convention.

Ldhat is Science Fiction Fandom? This is a .generic name of the amateur- 
worljd of a literary genre named science fiction and the Uorld of its fanatic 
readers. Science Fiction fans look to have very interesting characters, 
mostly because SF is rather a new field of literature by its巳If. You can get 
the .typical image of the SF fan if you gather the following characters to
gether: the enthusiasm or dilettantism of bench-marming-uiriters (or developing 
writers), the craziness of sports-fans and the seriousness of amateur sports 
players, and the bottomless open-mindedness as an addition. In some cases, 
it. is much .like that -of detective story fans, but SF fans are far more opti
mistic people than the latter. They appreciate ar criticize all science 
fiction works on one basis, whether it be George Orwell and H.G. Wells to 
Monster movie films and ^Superman11. Meuly-risen SF fanzines in Japan are apt 
to contain ghost stories or fairy-tales as a genre of SF, which may seem to 
advanced fans as a parody or exaggeration of fandom.

In short, w日 can say that SF fans are the race that Offer the pure love 
to science fiction, as it uere» They love SF so purely that they cannot 
marry her, and stay eternally lovers of her. This looks quite irresponsible; 
but uho can solve the problem if lave and sense of duty cannot stand together?

Nuuj, there is no dpubt about the determination of the exact beginning of 
the history of Japanese SF fandom. It was established on May of 1957, when 
a fanzine, Uchujin, began its publication. This was the first SF fanzine in 
Japan which succeeded. This started as a clubzine and Uchujin Club is the 
largest SF fan group in Japan, publishing many fan-stories (sometimes articles 
too), having brought up many pro-uriters. But, firstly, 3H must sum up the 
pre-Uchujin history of Japanese fanac.

Before the 2nd World War, OCizO Unno, the most popular SF writer w巳 had 
in pre-fandom age, proposed to found a SF uiriter1 s group, but it did not appear.

In 1954, Chizuo Ohta, a publisher, and Shdji Kimura, a journalist, tried 
to establish "Nippon Kagaku-ShOaetsu KyOkai" (Japan Science Fiction Society),' 
and .published a prazine dedicated to SF .named nSBi-；un,, (Nebula), which failed 
after just one issue and the society 3as ruined without any activity. (These 
tide persons disappeared from SF field soon).

Ue can find some .SF activities in non-：SF groups, at the beginning of the . 
19501s. Tetsu Yano and JdjirCi Okami wrote some stories and articles for ' 
nMissitsuH (Sealed Room), a fan-magazine of detective story. I think we can 
find some stories and essays dedicated to SF in various amateur magazines, if 
me could seek for them in 曰 tim日-m且chi门巳.



• Tet.su Yano is noted as the "First SF Fan in Japan1', He exchanged letters 
with Forrest J Ackerman, and attended the Prtilcon in. 1953 at Forry1s invi- 
tat±Dn・：T巳tsu Yano is n.ouj a. veteran translator mainly of SF and is a 
popular uriter of juvenile edventure stories. ' Jojirfi Okami was a test pilot 
in the Japanese Air Farce and wrote some original stories for SF films by 
T©hU-Eiga Company.

At the end □£ 1956, Keisuke lilatanatje; a detective story writer, organized 
"Omega Club1', gathering some 10 uriters；_ uho intended to urite SF stories. 
Tetsu Yano ancj Alan Kiodomari mere amdii^' them, who helped me, as my Uchujin 
Club uas just.under construction, then,

., L.p：maga Club issued a feu publications nF a bulletin and a magazine 
callBcting their stories a/nad nKagaku-ShC3;se'tsun (Scientific IVoVel5, the 
first issue nF which was in October of 1957 and failed by the 'secand issue 
in 1960. (Alan Kiodomari had been a; semi-professional uriter of fantastic 

• 8tori.es and his. first. SE published in this difitoed magazine uas sold at once 
to a- prozine. He ；h,as been, writing SF stoiles ever since then).

「By this .time, a fem publishers in the pro-field had tried to publish 
translations of -books by US authors, '/educated' and eincouragecl by SF paperbacks 
which GIs in the US allied force .brought Inta Japan. The largest af these 
trials 'uas nGengen-sha Science Fiction Seriesn which began publica-tibri in 
195'6 and ujent .bankrupt after 20 books, at the beginning of 1957. (Tujq of the 
20 books mere published by an nbligee-publi'sher).

■ I had b巳日门 an amateur SF uriter, with a few s日工巳s, besides being a mathe
matics teacher of Highschool, since 1960, and had been seeking SF friends. 
A# last? after inquiries to some publishers and others for SF groups in vain, 
I'made up my mind to organize SF fans by myself. I had joined a feu;other 
.SF writers, such as Masao.Segaua Uha had just published his first book of 
juvenile SF, and Tetsu Yana/ In 1956, I joined a UFO-research group inhere 
Shin1 ichi Hoshi and Morihiro Saito.rjQlned me to publish a new fanzine. We 
started .Uchujin Club with about 2Q rnembers, mare than half of which uere 
collected from UFO-groups.

* ■
——「•，： .. .

LJe had called SF as :nKagaku-.Sh6.setsuu (meaning Scientific Navel) until 
the end of the 2nd World Ldar. , liJhten the name nScience Fictiori'1 was intra- 
ducEd at the end of the 194口『s； it uas translated as nft!us6-KagakLi^Sh0sitsun； 
(Fanciful Scientific Novel) to distinguish modern SF in ;US from classics. 
A f eu fans including, me advocated that： this name does not mean *'Fancy Plus 
Science-Fiction'r but ；HFancy-Science Plus Fiction11. But yeat after yearthe 
imported name nSFn (pronounced as or "Esu-ahu"；汨 Japanese accent)
has ov巳rccmi日 the Japanese name.. .

The- first issue of Uchujin appeared in May, 1957/ with the subtitle of 
"Technical Magazine, of KusO-Kagaku Sh6setsu,,;； it uias^^^h and mimeod.
Tetsu Yano uiho was rather popular^ man already among us,, wrote a series 「 

articles every issue introducing 5F and fandom in the US for Uchujin. ；Shin!-- 
ichi Hoshi mrote short short stories which uiere soon sold to prozines, (Hoshi 
is 门讪 one of the No. 1 writers, of ' SF. in Japan) / , Morihira Saito wrote a- 
series of nanfictinn which ujas greatly .ujelcomed by readers, and began to 
ixirite for prozines same two years later\ The other main members Bon 
Stsumi, one of the pioneer SF fang in the-dete story group, and ¥6ko

Tet.su
8tori.es


Mitsunami, a female fan. I was the editor and publisher of the zine, and m 
the number of club members increased from 20 to nearly 100 by th巳 end of the 

..same year, for a f巳w newspapers wrote of Uchujin. It iwas a iucky start.

RyO Mitsuse joined u第 shortly after the start. He soon became the 
favorite writer of the club ；ujith his StFish poetry, and began to sell his 
stories to prozines ,in I960, and is nau one of the most popular writers in 
Japanese fandom, though not so popular as Hoshi' in the general field. 
Tsutomu Miyazaki 口am巳 about the same time and began writing for prozines, 
also, and is writing juvenile SF and adventures now.

KOichirG Noda .and YO Mori j口i门巳d us in the summer of 1950. . (Voda is a 
TV director 门口w， and is noted as the largest collector of magazin巳s and 
paperbacks. He is writing introductions of calssic SF and space-operas, and 
translating SF. . Mari uent to prod.am in 1961 as an assistant editor of nSF 
Magazinerr which was to be the only prozine in Japan., .. ： 

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - . ..■ ； . ■ ■

仇巳 h巳工d 七3口 meetings of our club in 1957, and opened the monthly meet
ings.: beginning January-, 195S. JQshirfi Izumi, Hayao Hayama, JCsuke Gali, and 
Toshio Maki uere regular members, too, most of whom are goad SF fans even 
now. Ide abandoned oursevles to discussing themes and ideas of SF, forecasts 
of future ujorlds, and inventions in fancy-science, etc. I think I may say 
that the beginning of Japanese SF fandom was here,, for this, cast of members 
occupies about half of first-line-talents in the current Japanese SF field.

In pradom：, A Haykauja Fantasy Series (translation books) started at the 
end of 1957, which supplied goad.nutrition to fandom in succession after th巳 

Gengen-sha Series. This- new series succeeded and. changed its name to A Haya- 
kauja SF Series afterwards, and. reached to its IDOth book by the end of 1965.

■■■ ■ ■ ■ ,■ ■
In the summer of 1958, I gat out of health, which uas a crisis for 

Uchujin, but Tetsu Yano and Shin1 ichi Hoshi co-operated to continue publi
cation and I gat uell at th巳 beginning of the next year. After an eventless 
term, a neu developEment came; with the neu year of I960;, the handuriting 
卬±巾巳口 of Uchujin was changed to typewritten mimeo with the： January issue, 
uhich resulted in a change of character of the publication, into something 
□f a more professional nature.

In pradom, Hayakawa Shob© published "SF Magazine'1, which was the first 
prozine dedicated to SF in Japan, and it succeeded. :Masami Fukushima, the 
editor, uas a forcible man of ability, and is noted^ as a lead-off man, or 
nEmperor1' of Japanese ；SF f*i巳Id now. 

* ■ ■ ■
The second SF fanzine in Japan was published in summer 口f I960 in Osaka, 

which resulted in a rapid rearrangement of the goals of Japanese fans. I 
wonder if eventually there will be a fandom with only one fanzine called 
wlFandomH? "Null" J th巳 neu fanzine, started as family-magazine written by 
four brothers of Tsutsui1s. The first issue appeared in June, containing 
same fantastic short short stories, and three of them mere sold to a prozine 
nH0sekin (Jeuiel) a detective story magazine. The start was very showy, and 
the appearance of the zine itself was very fine in type-printing, much as 
a prozine. No competition Dccured because their policy of publication uas 
quite different From that of Uchujin. Mull was published twice or three 
times a year with high-level stories, and Uchujin mas published monthly with 
materials from the many club members,
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In the second issue of Null, Tashitaka Tsutsui, the third of the 
brothers, urote 曰 short story "After the Death1*, which was sold to SF Maga
zine, and he 3as called "Th巳 First Fan-Writ巳r" in this prozine. But he 
ceased writing soon afteruard. Among the four brothers of Tsutsui, only 
Yasutaka Tsutsui, the eldest one, continued writing， and is now nearly as 
popular a writer as Mitsuse. IMouiadays he tends to write fantasies.

Null stopped being a family magazine by its third issue, mainly by 
my advice, and began inviting club-m巳mti巳But I suppose they could not 
afford to continue publication; circulation remained at 100 from beginning 
until the end of publication in 1964. Uchujin 3as printing 250 copies 
every month, and my policy to stay out of the red was to collect subscriptions.

By I960, Uchujin also produced a few more writers; Ryd Mitsuse, Tsutomu 
Miyazaki, JflshirO Izumi, Toshio Maki? etc., sold their stories to ^HOsekin 
and other prazines, though some of them did not continue writing after that. 
Yano and I wrote articles for SF Magazine. After Omega Club *s fanzine 
stopped at the second issue, Tetsuo Saita began selling etories to prozines.

At the b巳ginning of 1961, Shin1ishi Hoshi published his first book, 
nJinzO-Bijinn (A Man-Made'Beauty), which was a collection of his short short 
stories. Then he mas called Mr. Short-Short (though he is a big man nearly 
6 Teet)f and published his second book in August, and his third book at the 
end of the year. His success resulted in a flood of short-short stories in 
Japanese SF. The flood ujas rather little, but people then misunderstood 
.that science fiction stories ujere not always very short, and many of them 
thought that the uard meant short-short story- I cannot calculate 
the merits and dismerits. of this curious pt enomenon caused by Hoshi. This 
undoubtedly must have made many amateur writers feel that SF uas easy 
to uriteb

Some neuj fanzines then, began publication. Among them, only ^Paranoia11 
published in KObe-City (near Osaka) by Akira Taji, cantinued publication 
successfully, .Its first issue appeared in January 1961? as a personal zine 
containing only Taji1s stories and articles, hand-mimeaed by Taji himself. 
It published'4 issues by 1963， and changed its character to a clubsine in 

• 164 to be an inheritor of Null, collecting about 2口 members^ Others started 
in 1961, but not continued were: "Asteroid"， clubzine of SF group in Ldaseda 
■University, stopped after tuo issues. "UchusE门"(Spaceship), a 4-page leaf- 
I巳t published by Motoshige K日t0 in October:and continued for 10 monthly 
issues until folded, "Paradise Lost in 21st Centuryn, one-shot, a thick 
book of the collected stories 口%丁3口七口mu Miyazaki, published in June. There 
were two more personal fanzinms冷am巳d nShart-Shortn by Osamu Miyao and 
Harumitsu Tanaka. The former ceased by five issues, the latter uas a one- 
shot collection. Tanaka began writing far Uchujin later, and issued one 
more collection, nArtificial Brain Inflammation0 in September, 1962.

Outside fandom, nMissitsun (Sealed Room) issued a special SF publication 
collecting stories by club members. This magazine is the clubzine of ths 
detective story fans, but it rather tends touiard mysterious and uimird stories, 
and me look upon it as a fringe member of SF fandom.
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In prodom,. SF Magazine announced a contest for SF stories, This maga
zine started as a Japanese version of F&SF and had been mainly publishing 
translations and very feu originals, but it was gradually changing its 
policy. The first idinner of the prize was Yoshio Yamada, and the prize 
story nThis Egoistic. Earth" uas publsihed in the September issue of the 
magazine. But, Yamada disappeared from the SF field with only this story to 
his credit arid has 'Had no contact with fandom either. In the October issue, 
the .idinner of the second prize, Taku Mayamura, had his story "The Loujer 
Class 工dEamq门"：publish巳d・ Mayumura had join巳d Uchujin in autumn of 196D, 
and had beqn/ ufiting stories for Uchujin. He continijed to write very enthus
iastically, 'and now is noted for his popularity#

Thus, the contest from SF Magazine invited good writers out of fandom, 
and besides, found other good wi?it巳rs by itself and sent them into fandom. 
Aritsun巳 Toyoda and Kazumasa Hirai, dinners of 1口3巳】prizes, nouj joined me 
and began to write for Uchujin. These are now mriting juvenile adven
tures for TV and comics, and often writ巳 for SF Magazine.

Moreover, Norio Itoh joined Uchujin in 1956, coming to Tokyo to enter 
LUase^a Un.iyersity. He .had been a young letter fan in Hamamatsu-City. Now 
:口口戈巳口 as the finest bibliographer in SF, ranking with K・ Noda? and 
is uriting articles professionally. It looks as if h巳 may not graduate 
from the university, far .he has no time to study, being too busy reading 
and .writing ,SF.; :

Thus, ,,in rather good 匸口门门巳ction with prodom, Japanese fandom is 
building ..a full scale character. The atmosphere of our fandom has been a 
rough mixture of fancy-scientist and developing uriter, combined into the 
fan-character who loves SF, I think this growth was the basis for bringing 
the 1st Japan SF Canvention into being the next year.

This growth uias greatly accellerated by an event in the summer of 1961. 
Ray Tackett, who 3as ic luiakuni-City as an 巳ngin巳巳r of US allied Forces, 
wiDt巳 a letter to SF Magazine as a US fan s巳巳king Japanese fans,- lohich was 
soon answered by Tetsu Yano, Den Ypshimitsu and 5h©ko Uhara. Thus Japanese 
fandom established an comriiuni^ation with foreign fandom far the.
first time. Soon I urate a brief introd-uctian of Japanese SF for Tackett.1 s 
nDynatronn, which uas regarded with ijonderful reactions from foreign fans. 
Many Japanese fans then began to correspond with foreing fans. Tackett 
urate an introduction of current SF fandom; in•the US and England for Uchujin. 
Thus Japanss fandom uas 日id日k巳门巳d to the t巳st’ of uorld fandom.

Den Yoshimitsu joined Uchijin in 1958. Afterwards, he established 
Mutants Club at Gifu-City in 1963, and its .clubzine "Mutants'* has published 
10 issues by now. This group is ccinsid巳red to b巳 representative of th巳 

middle area of Japan. ShOko Uhara established Time-Patrol Club in Osaka 
in 1964, which is iQQkBd upon as a leading group of th巳 Hansai-District, 
along with the Paranoia Club. Uhara herself stopped fanac soon afterward. 
Toshio Ogaua 3as an officer of the Japanese Army and after： issuing a tmp巳- 

zine for foreign fans, ceased his fanac. Noriyoshi Saito is noixi in prodom 
as an SF translator. Fandom and pradom ujetb in rather good team-ujork in 
those days. Farsighted journalists uere beginning to wonder,"工s a science 
fiction boom coming?"

The 1st Japan Science Fiction Convention was held on May 27, 1962, and 
called the MEG-CON. /7-



This was not the first case of an Hopen meeting11 in fandom. On April 
□f 161, Null and Osaka branch'of Uchujin had a CD-meeting in Osaka, with 
some 30 attendees. This branch of Uchujin had started in the year before, 
but was dissolving with nothing to do. Then in October of this year, 
Uchijin Club held a movie shoui in Tokyo in memory of its 50th issue, but 
attendance -uas less than 4口 fans, because of little publicity.

In- 1962-,. Uchujin and Null held a co-meetlng on April 1. Ichiro Kana 
a： Qjriter of detective stories and juvenile adventures, and I attended 
from Tokyo. 'The meeting collected about 30 attendees, about half of which 
were non-members of either.club; a good test case far the coming convention.

• _At the same time, the plan of a neuj fan group was growing up in Tokyo. 
Shira Shima and Junichiro Kida mere promoting nSF Magazine Fan Clubn? and 
had a preparatory meeting in February 162. . Kida invited me to the meeting 
and I introduced them to SF Magazine, Foe -none of them had contacted 
Hayakaua-Shabo. They were planning to start fehe club at the convention.

A big success was this 1st Japan SF Con! Lde had prepared a large 
lecture-roam in Meguro Public Hall, but nearly 200 attendees jammed the 
room, and there were not enough program-books for everyone, Tadashi Hirose 
was the best assistant I had to promote.the con. Udaru Ohshita and 
Keisuke Watanabe, both authorities in the dectective story, addressed the 
con idith congratulations. Masami Fukushima (editor of SF Magazine), Osamu 
Tezuka (the Na. 1 Man in juvenile comics), and Shotaro Ishimori (papular 
artist of comics) made sp巳日ch巳s・ Ishimori attended Seacan the^year before. 
Many other writers also made speeches to the convention.Shiro Shima 
declared the start of SF Magazine Fan Club.

I introduced other developing writers and big name fans to attendees, 
and for an extra attraction, Hoshi read his latest story, T巳zuka, Ishimori, 
and- Kunio Nagatani (a d巳u巳工cipiug comic artist) drew illustrations of famous 
SF stories, on request of attendees, with a comic touch# Shoji Ohtamo； 
secretary-clerk of the Science Fiction Writerr s Club organized in *63, 
shawed 16mm films by Worman Macralen.. The first part of the convention 
began at 1:3D. pm and ended at 5:30. I was a chairman of this part.

The second part opened at 6 uiith 70 enthusiastic fans. Junichiro 
Kida ■ took the chair for this part, and they discussed SF stories and 
ijriterSs At 9:00 pm, all uas over. This one-day convention thus ended 
with great success. 、

-----Takumi Shibano------

•EContinued next issue: HISTORY OF JAPANESE SF FANDOM, part 2--The Rise 
and Fall of the SF Boom in Japan]

*********************************.*

A note on US-Jepari巳s日 contacts:

Takumi says it takes him several hours to translate 口门巳 pag日，s口 this 
actually.involves a great deal of uork on his part. He requests? as usual, 
that his English spellingr sentence structure, etc, be corrected. Takumi, 
complains that it is very difficult to get his countryfen to do anything in 
English for placement in US fmz; but he is ujorking an ■ them, I would suggest 
thgt Bjo contact Japanese artists 七口 obtain artwork for F^aneki-Neko and 
other Fmz around the country, R” Tackett—
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Speaking of money, which me uiere, look into your change pockets and coin 
purses far same of these dates. TOFF can use all the change you are carrying 
right now, to reach that $1,000 goal, but it is passible that you have more 
value in hand than you think.

Th巳 coin dates list巳d here are in demand, and may be ujorth from a few 
cents above face value to several hundred dollars more; check with your local 
coin shop or send them on direct ta TOFF. Finding -a rare coin in circulation 
is a painless way of making a contribution far in excess of its face value. 
But remember this: don11 clean the coinsdon11 treat them with anything but 
healthy neglect. Cleaned coins ar巳 always worth much less than untreated 
ones, and numismatists can always tell the difference. Coins which have had 
holes drilled in them, or spots of solder on their edges, Tor attachment to 
watch chains, bracelets, etc., are numismatically uorthless; even gold pieces 
treated that way are worth only their bullion value (less than double face) 
uni巳ss they are very rare dates. Ordinary foreign coins are probably not 
ujorthwhile except for silver dollar-sized ones, some of which ：are worth a Tew 
dollars apiece. Mistakes made by the mint--mint errors or "f工巳ak coins,n 
such as □ff-口巳nt日i* or double-struck coins--are of some value even if of common 
dates; write us about these. Meanuhile, look through your change for the 
listed dates, and send the dirty old ordinary stuff to the TRflN-OCEANIC FAN 
FUMD today!

COINS TO LOOK FOR:

Pennies (CENTS, if you wish to be technical about it): 
All large cents (1793-1B57); all Flying Eagle cents 
All Indianheads

一&ny Lincolns brand-neu before about 194口 

1909 S
1910 S
1914 S, 14 D
1922
1931, 31 S, 31 D
1943 日ronz巳(write us for details if you think you have one)
1944 Steel
1955 Double date: H04与
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Nickels:
Anything brand new before 1951
All shield nickels
Liberty h巳ad nickels before about 19D0
1085 in any condition
1886 in any conditicn
1912 S (the S is next to the dot left of CENTS)
1918/17 D (the 8 is stamped over a 7)
1937 D with 3 legs on buffalo (one front leg is missing)
1939 D, 39 S

Dimes:
Anything before about 19口4
1913 S
1916 D (This .will be Mercury type, uith fasces on tail sides; the D is 

at botton left, just to right of E on ONE. 1916 S is not uanted.) 
1921, -31
Anything brand new before about 1952
1942 over 41 (the 1 shows plainly at 工巳Ft side of 2)
1964 in sandwich m巳t日工

1965 in SILVER (not sandwich metal)

Quarters:
Anything before about 1952 in brand new
Anything before 1925 :
1932 D, 32 S (The mintmark is near botton under 巳日gl巳's tail)
1936 D not too worn; 1934 D ditto
1938 as near to rbuj as passible

■ ： 1.964 in sandwich metal; 1965 in SILVER (not sandwich metal)

Half dollars:
■fill earlier than about 工943, in quantity
^Anything before 1952 in brand n巳w; especially wanted 甘r巳 dates like 1921, 

1933, 1949, 1949
Cowmemaratives, EXCEPT the 1892-93 Columbians

Silver Dollars:
Anything dated 1873 or earlier
PeacE type: 1921, 1928
1.934 S (the S is just aboe end of eagle1 s tail)

Mote: mast ujorn silver dollars betujeen 1870 and 工904 are not worth more 
than face value•=If you have brand nsu ones, write and ask for details, 
listing the dates and mintmarks. The mintmark is b巳工口uj wreath on tails 
side.

Gold coins: write for details, listing you have by date, mintmark and 
denomination, find no, they don11 have to be turned in 七口 the Treasury Depart
ment ;that ruling was cancelled lang ago. :

Canadian coins: write for details.

--Ldalter Breen.
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The 2nd 'in a series of articles' on Los Angeles from a fan1s veiwpoint:

-----by Katya Hulan-----

We have a hyper-active Chamber of Commerce that has spread the word 
far and wide about the Star Attractions of the. LA area; and if by some 
chance you1ve missed hearing about Disneyland, Olvera Street, Little Tokyo, 
Marineland, etc...they 'll be glad to tell you if you just drop them a 
postcard. Or same hyper-active fan will be just as happy to tell you! But 
where does a FAMgeleno go for kicks, especially when money is short?

The femmes often go down to the garment district, maybe only to browse 
□r maybe for terrific； bargains in quality textiles and costume materials.
fl couple of blacks away is the flower 
district. 11ve never.seen it when it 
was active, because I don11 have a 
habit of getting up at 4:口口 AM. But 
the florist supply houses are open all 
day, and one can spend hours there, 
rummaging through all kinds of ribbons, 
fake flora, containers, seasonal decor
ations, papers, craft supplies, etc,, 
etc, , etc, ! In the same mi?巳己 are many 
small specialty shops, one of which has 
the largest collection df beads, laces, 
braids； Fri门g巳s， jewels, settings, and 
fancy buttons 工'u巳 ever seen.

Mot looking for goodies? Well, try visiting a specialty collection such 
as the Piano Museum; it1s actually part of a piano store, but it contains 
many old and unusual instruments. There is also Hawkins Doll Hospital and 
Museum, or the Southujest Indian Museum. LA has many such displays, in addi
tion to our large County Museums of Art, and of Natural History.

For fannish architecture, there1s the Bradbury Building [no relation 
t口 Ray, but Forry Ack巳rmein Ls grandfather designed it]. The outside of this 
edifice is singularly unimposing, but the interior is a uonderland of grill 
work and "cagen elevators, set off by an enormous central skyligh-t. 二

The Idatts Tauers, built by an illiterate Italian tile-layer.,, are like 
nothing you^e ever seen before. Like Topsy, they just grew and grew, from 
pieces of stone, til巳，glass, shell? and rock, to nearly 70 f1 巳巳t in heighth, 
They1ve recently been declared a cuitrual monument; which means there^ a 
fee to ses th巳m in any detail# Fans h為u巳 found these fairy-like tamers to 
be exj allent photographic subjects, and background..

Then ue have our...ah...religious groups. Miss Velma and her Ministery 
of1 Youth, featured in her never-ending revivals on white [plastic] horses 
Or in gold cages descending from the ceiling. One ad promised she would, .in 
full spec巳；suit, ride a rocket to the moon and be the first wonian to preach 
a sermon fronr there, A photograph accompanying this ad shaujed Miss Velma 
‘14th a reasonable fasimile of the moon behind her. ' This shouj' will certainly 
give you something to put in your con report! . .,『



The men, Isure, will be delighted to watch the bikinis go by, but it 
isn11 n巳c巳ssary to go to the b^ach to see legs. Female Angelenos1 mini
skirts are exceeded in shortness only by hems in London town. The standard 
garb for teenage girls, in the summer, in a department store, say, is a

bathing suit, over which is worn a 
shirt that comes to the hipline, no 
shoes. So Girl Watching can be great 
fun, for those int巳巳d in the sport.

If you like to argue, go down to 
Pershing Square; LA〔s version of Hyde 
Park. A local college speech class has 
its final exam there each semester...a 
student must take a position with which 
h巳 d□巳s 门cit agree, and defend it against 
hecklers for a given psriod of time. 
There is always somEon巳 there willing 
to cross wards with you.

When you can think of nothing more 
specialized to do, aside from- attending 
the'Pan-Pacificon, you can always just 

sit back and watch us at work and play. California is a way of life and 
you might take home some new ideas. Better still, ynu might want td come back; 
this time to stay p巳rm日门巳ntly・

-----Katya Hulan-----

[For anyone who will be in town with time to spend, b日Fgr巳 口】after 
the convention, addresses and directions,..and likely willing guides.... 
will be supplied to any of the places mentioned in these articles.]
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July 1, 2, 3, & 4, 1967 

bJESTERCON XX
■ to join, $2•口口 to: 

PO Box 75192 
Los Angeles, Calif.

Westereon Art Show Agent: 
David G. Hulan 
PO Box 1032 
Canoga Park, Calif.

Sept. 1, 2, 3 & % 1967
NYCON 3, 25th WorldC□门 

to join, $2.00 to: 
PO Box 367, Graci巳 Sta.

《冬 N.blj York, NY 1DQ28
、

N.yCon Art Shoid Agent: 
David Kyle 
RD #% ,,Skyleen 

913口4 Potsdam, New York

. 施图因

HUGOS & PONGS are discussed [and your opininns invited] in The Hugo Report, 
published by Hugo Study Committee member John Trimble, 243 Santa Rosa Ave., 
Oakland, Calif. 94610. Send 4B stamp for your copy of issue #1； extra . 
stamps for future issues. Hugo Report #2 now being prepared for publication,



Let1s talk about PanPacificon for a mom巳nt・・・・

111 s our feeling that 巳日ch bJorld S F Con Committee is 巳ntrustmd with two 
seperate and distinct functions to perform. First, each committ巳巳 is respon- 
sibl巳 for staging its particular lilorldCon, and in this is responsible to itself 
alone; ..to make its mistakes and form its triumphs equally, with the lilorldCon 
att巳ndE巳s as sole judges of success ar failure.

Th巳 second function of 巳ach WDrldConGom is the administration of the 
Annual S F 言chi巳vEEEnt Awards--the Hugos--and in this it is responsible to 
fandom at 工日rg巳. Over the years a body of rul巳s has grown up--modifisd and 
extended by various committees and busin巳ss sessions--in an attempt to define 
the guards, and give th巳 Hugos some standing, or 工巳lativ巳 merit. Whil巳 it 
cannot be claimed that these rules represent the polled opinion of all of fan
dom, perhaps, they are nontheless the distillation of th巳 thinking of a large 
numbter of fans.

Therefore, bEcaus巳 we feel morally if not legally bound by them, the Pan- 
Pacificon idill award Hugos in accordance with the procedure set forth in the 
ByLaus of the World Science Fiction Society (Unincorporat&d)・ The rules in 
their present form stand as amended at the most r巳cent convention, in Cleve
land, and it is this form of the rules which will be used by th巳 PanPacificon 
Committee, subject to any modifications which may be made by the business 
s巳ssici门 of the l\l巳u York Convention, operating under the rules of th巳 USFS, 
uninc. Or, to spell it out: unless th巳日yLews are so amended by the business 
session of the NYCon3, PanPacificon idill award a Hugo for Best Amateur Publi
cation ,and will not award Pongs.

-□Oo-

Section 2.ID of those rules ue were talking about up there allows each 
Convention Committee the option of creating a special, non-continuing cate
gory ,with the winner to b巳 voted upon in the same manner as the other 
categories. The Tricon created the Best All-Time Series award (won by Issac 
Asimov ^ Foundation series) under this rule. NYCon3 has not chosen to use 
this section (the Pangs, or Fan Achievement Atdards are outside the rules, not 
a utilization of this category).

Id巳been thinking □f using this rule to establish a special category 
for nScholarshipH in the S F field. Currentlv, we1 re engaged in trying to 
flesh this idea out, and urge anyone with ideas along th巳s巳 lines to contact 
us as soon as possible. LtlEir巳 open to pro and con discussion, but what uje 1 re 
hoping for is ideas and sugg巳stions f or a proper def inition of the category, 
eligibility limitations, etc. May we hear from you about this?

And don11 forget to send along those contributions to the Trans-Oceanic 
Fan Fund; make checks, money orders, etc., payable to David G. Hulan, and 
send everything concerning PanPacificon, TOFF, M^n巳ki-N巳k口, etc. to us at...

9135 6



MANEK工-NEKO #2, May, 1967, is edited by 
John & Bj口 Trimble, 243 Santa Rush Ave., 
Oakland, Cal. 9461.口，and published by
the Bidding Committee for PanPacificon 
[Los Angeles - Tokyo in 1968!].

The purpose of this fanzine--saide- from 
bidding propaganda--is to promote the 
Trzns-Oc巳日riic Fan Fund, to bring Takumi 
Shibano to the IdorldCon in *68 Eno mat
ter who wins the bid].

MANEK工一NEkO is free for contributions of 
money, aucti口nabl.巳 material, etc. to 
TOFF; make all checks payable to David 
G. Hulan, at P^nPacificon, P 0 Box 422, 
'T白rz日口日,C-lif口i?门i日 9135g.
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2. . . . TOFF Inf □rmatian;, including a list
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3...History of Japanese Fandom, pt. I, 
by Takumi Shibano

9. , . .Fred & His Fanzines'； or How LA Fans 
M巳巳t Publishing Schedules [or, an 
Involved In-Group Birthday Card for. 
Your Amusement], by Bjo, with script 
by Len Bailes

13...Check Your Change; same information 
uihi]■巳 on the subject of money, by 
Walter Br巳巳门

15...The Not-So-Beaten Path, pt. 2 of 
some fannish views of LA, this time 
by Katya Hulan

17 . ...PanPacif icon Talk , by the Committee

IS...BaCover, with some final words

；Three fan clubs [the Las Angeles Sci^nc巳

；Fantasy Society, th巳 Nameless On巳s of 
；Seattle, and the Elves1 Gnomes1 & Li11 
:Men1s Science Fiction, Ch口wd巳t & March- ! 
i ing Society of 日巳rk巳1巳y] are passing

a M日门巳ki-N巳 1＜口 (in this case the ceramic :■ 
：bank shaped like a becknoning cat) around： 
；at m巳巳tings to gather loose chang巳 for 
■ the TOFFund. • Every penny helps, and if | 
j your club uould utilize 口门巳 of these, 
;3巳丨1工 send a large, charming cat bank 
! for only $2・5口・ Individuals, too; act 
j now! ]


